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Whether disclosure of proposed acquisition was

required to be made under regulation 10 (5) and if

SO,
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Bench between classic oil Limited & sigma solvents private Limited rvith lndo Amines Limited and Date of Acqr'i:irio': hrs been taken as date

of receipt of Aliotment of Shares which is 30lO7lZ0l8'
** shareholding details disclosed in the Acquisition (pre Transactio. and post Transaction) and % of total sh:1re c i iii:i t'il(err as irer the latest

filing done by the Company to the Stock Exchange i'e" 3flfZlLlU
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Signature of the acquirer / seller / Authorised Signatory

Ddte:31.01.2018

Place: Mumbai

lndo Amines Limited

BSE LimltedName of the stock exchange where shares of the TC

Refer Note l'lo. 1+Details of the transaction including rationale, if any,

for the transfer/ acquisition of shares'

Relevant regulation under which the acquirer is

exernpted from making oPen offer

- !vhether disclosure was made and whether it was

made within the timeline speclfied under the
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regulation 10(5) are
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made under regulation
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Details of acquisition*

Neme ol the transferor / seller

Date oi acqulsitlon

t,ti,mber of shares./ voting rlghts in respect of the

acquisition:i f rorn each person mentioned in 7(a)
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acquiri:,J ;s ;: '/u of dlluted share capital of TC

Price aL r.'h cr sftares ar€ proposed to be acquired /
actually acquired
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No. of shares held
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